Manager Controls

Manager controls are the TestStand UIV framework's central interface for creating and managing user interactions. A manager control can perform tasks such as displaying files, launching applications, and managing user input. Manager controls are typically used to manage a series of actions or events, such as a set of steps in a sequence or a set of user interactions. Manager controls can be connected to visible controls to display sequences or reports, present a list of items to choose from, or respond to user events.

View Controls

View controls are the TestStand UIV framework's central interface for displaying data. They can be used to display sequences, reports, or lists of items. View controls can be connected to manager controls to display sequences or reports, present a list of items to choose from, or respond to user events.

Text Display Controls

Text display controls are the TestStand UIV framework's central interface for displaying text. They can be used to display text, such as a sequence or a report. Text display controls can be connected to manager controls to display sequences or reports, present a list of items to choose from, or respond to user events.

Command Controls

Command controls are the TestStand UIV framework's central interface for executing commands. They can be used to execute commands, such as a sequence or a report. Command controls can be connected to manager controls to display sequences or reports, present a list of items to choose from, or respond to user events.

Selector Controls

Selector controls are the TestStand UIV framework's central interface for selecting items. They can be used to select items, such as a sequence or a report. Selector controls can be connected to manager controls to display sequences or reports, present a list of items to choose from, or respond to user events.
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